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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the Exhibit button.
Exhibit:
Junos Event Policy Configuration

Referring to the exhibit. What will the hostname be if
interface ge-0/0/0 goes down?
A. int-test-1
B. int-test-2
C. int-test-4
D. int-test-3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2

Your client has subscribed to Financial Reporting Compliance
and would like to address risks using treatment
plans.
Which option shows the settings that will help in achieving
this configuration?
A. Configure Module Objects &gt; Edit Risk Object Configuration
&gt; Result = Show
B. Configure Module Objects &gt; Edit Risk Object Configuration
&gt; Treatment = Hide and Default
C. Configure Module Objects &gt; Edit Control Object
Configuration &gt; Result = Show
D. Configure Module Perspectives &gt; Edit Financial Reporting
Compliance &gt; Risk-Organization mapping
set to required, active
E. Configure Module Objects &gt; Edit Risk Object Configuration
&gt; Treatment = Show
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Drag the cable type on the left to the purpose for which is it
best suited on the right. (Not all options are used.)
Answer:
Explanation:
Switch to router : rollover
Switch to switch : crossover
PM Com port: 9 - 25 pin

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following can be used by dual-stack service
providers supporting IPv4/IPv6 customers with dual-stack hosts
using public IPv6 addresses and private IPv4 addresses?
A. Carrier-grade NAT
B. 6to4 tunnels
C. 6RD
D. NAT64
Answer: A
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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